
AN ANALYSIS OF THE REASONS THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT FOLLOW

A POLICY OF APPEASEMENT IN THE 1930S

During the s, Britain and France followed a policy of appeasement - they gave Hitler what he wanted in order to keep the
peace. Neville Chamberlain was the British prime minister who believed in appeasement. On 30 September during the
Munich Agreement - without asking.

The Heritage Foundation 's Michael Johns, for instance, wrote in that "seven years after Ronald Reagan's
arrival in Washington, the United States government and its allies are still dominated by the culture of
appeasement that drove Neville Chamberlain to Munich in  Czechoslovakia was not to be a party to these
talks, nor was the Soviet Union. The four powers agreed that Germany would complete its occupation of the
Sudetenland but that an international commission would consider other disputed areas. Schuschnigg complied
and appointed Arthur Seyss-Inquart , a pro-Nazi lawyer, as interior minister. In Britain, the Munich
Agreement was greeted with jubilation. Guy La Chambre, the civilian air minister, optimistically informed the
government that the air force was capable of stopping the Luftwaffe. Some Conservatives abstained in the
vote. Three British journalists, Michael Foot , Frank Owen and Peter Howard , writing under the name of
"Cato" in their book Guilty Men , called for the removal from office of 15 public figures they held
accountable, including Chamberlain and Baldwin. In October Mussolini launched an attack on Abyssinia. By
the height of the Spanish conflict in , the majority of young pacifists had modified their views to accept that
war could be a legitimate response to aggression and fascism. In the House of Commons Chamberlain said
that "The hard fact is that nothing could have arrested what has actually happened [in Austria] unless this
country and other countries had been prepared to use force. Main article: Munich Agreement "How horrible,
fantastic, incredible it is that we should be digging trenches and trying on gas masks here because of a quarrel
in a far-away country between people of whom we know nothing. As a result, they had mixed feelings towards
the German and Italian regimes which had crushed the communists and socialists in their own countries. After
the mass amount of life lost in World War One, many countries, through the League of Nations, opted to
prevent future conflict. He said he was willing to accept the cession of the Sudetenland to Germany. France
and Britain advised Czech acceptance of Sudeten autonomy. Yet at the time, it was a popular and seemingly
pragmatic policy. The two key nations involved in the league were Britain and France, however, as Posselt
states one key weakness of the league was that the USA was not involved. Her book was a spirited defence of
the Czech nation and a detailed criticism of British policy, confronting the need for war if necessary.
However, the press leaked the content of the discussions and a public outcry forced Hoare and Laval to resign.
They perceived decisive German air superiority, so the Air Force was pessimistic about its ability to defend
Czechoslovakia in  Six months later, in September , Germany invaded Poland and Britain was at war.
However, the rise of Hitler dampened the enthusiasm of the Austrian government for such a plan. On 12
March the 8th German Wehrmacht crossed the Austrian border. Its main ally, France, was seriously weakened
and, unlike in the First World War, Commonwealth support was not a certainty. Dictators came into power in
countries that were displeased with the results of World War I. No masters, no men of actionâ€¦ Our enemies
are small fry. In the following months Czechoslovakia was broken up and ceased to exist as Germany annexed
the Sudetenland, Hungary part of Slovakia including Carpathian Ruthenia, and Poland Zaolzie. Throughout
this text, the historical context and significance of the Munich Agreement will be analyzed. Outbreak of war[
edit ] By August Hitler was convinced that the democratic nations would never put up any effective opposition
to him. British Prime Minister Chamberlain thought that the best way to deal with Hitler was by following a
policy of appeasement, but not everybody agreed with him. Germany accepted this arrangement under the
Locarno Treaties of  Government views[ edit ] Appeasement was accepted by most of those responsible for
British foreign policy in the s, by leading journalists and academics and by members of the royal family, such
as Edward VIII and his successor, George VI. His officers had orders to withdraw if they met French
resistance. Hitler increased his aggression against Czechoslovakia and ordered the establishment of a Sudeten
German paramilitary organization , which proceeded to carry out terrorist attacks on Czech targets. It was
hastily written and has few claims to historical scholarship, [65] but Guilty Men shaped subsequent thinking
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about appeasement and it is said [66] [67] that it contributed to the defeat of the Conservatives in the general
election. Hitler demanded that the plebiscite be canceled. Chamberlain pursued a policy of appeasement and
rearmament. He proposed a non-aggression pact with the Western powers. This invasion was the first major
test of the Wehrmacht's machinery. However, it favored appeasement because it did not want to commit a
large fraction of its naval power to the Mediterranean, thereby weakening its positions against Germany and
Japan.


